SETH O’BYRNE
Thinking Bigger: 60 seconds wiTh The dreamer & local real esTaTe pro

Q: what gets you up in the morning?
A: Coffee (laughing). Well, coffee & growth I suppose if I can choose two.
It’s funny, when you love what you do and you are really passionate about it,
a lot of mornings feel like Christmas.
Q: where is real estate headed as an industry?
A: Well I wish I really had a crystal ball! Of course I don’t, but I think this is
going to be a very strong decade for residential real estate. The markets are
more regulated, lending is ‘back to basics’ and homebuyers are more alert.
I’d like to think for a few more years we’ll keep that clarity and our economy
will be better for it.
Q: what’s the next step for the O’Byrne team?
A: That I DO know. We plan to tighten our screws and innovate. We believe
there is a need for young, tech savvy brokers who are accountable and
focused. We’re here to fill that need and hopefully take it even further.
Q: Got any qwerks?
A: Too many to list I am sure, however everyone in the office says I probably
have ADD. That has been a blessing as a small business owner though,
because we shoulder a lot of ongoing projects. I have always been told that
you need to surround yourself with people that play to your weaknesses. For
us, I get to skip around and bring energy to projects and our team will keep
us accountable and make sure we execute.
Q: what are you the most proud of in your business?
A: I would have to say our follow through. What we say we do and what we
actually accomplish are typically the same thing. I learned very early in my
career that showing up on time and doing what you say is important, not just
because your clients appreciate it, but because acting with integrity is fulfilling.
Q: do you ever have any fun?
A: Of course! I can go from business suit to wetsuit in under a minute! I love
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spending time enjoying our town. My best mornings are hanging out with my
girlfriend and walking our dog around our hometown of Encinitas. Fun is the
reason why we all live here isn’t it?
Q: any advice for up-and-coming agents?
A: If you create a great service your clients will do the advertising for you. If
you remember that, it’s hard to go wrong.
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